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Reducing disorder-induced losses for slow light photonic
crystal waveguides through Bloch mode engineering
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We present theory and measurements of disorder-induced losses for low loss 1.5 mm long slow light photonic crystal
waveguides. A recent class of dispersion engineered waveguides increases the bandwidth of slow light and
shows lower propagation losses for the same group index. Our theory and experiments explain how Bloch mode
engineering can substantially reduce scattering losses for the same slow light group velocity regime. © 2013 Optical
Society of America
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Photonic crystal waveguides (PCWs), created by introducing a line defect in a high-index contrast photonic
crystal (PC) slab, permit strongly confined light to be
guided on subwavelength scales. In particular, PCWs
exhibit a “slow light” region in their band structure. Slow
light behavior enhances light–matter interactions that
have various applications such as optical data processing
[1] and creating on-chip single photons [2]. Recently,
there has been much interest in exploiting slow light
propagation with PCWs for enhancing nonlinear optical
processes, including second and third harmonic generation [3,4], four wave mixing [5,6] and three photon
absorption [7].
One of the most serious limitations of using slow light
PCWs is extrinsic scattering losses caused by manufacturing imperfections in the underlying dielectric structure of the PC [8,9]. Fabrication imperfections are
characterized by small fluctuations (2–4 nm) of the radius of the holes that act as extrinsic polarization scattering sites. In the slow light regime, the Bloch modes feel
these scatterers much more due to their increased optical
path length and an increase in the local density of states.
Thus, the slow light regime exhibits large scattering
losses that have been observed experimentally [9,10]
and explained theoretically [8,11–14]. For a fixed group
velocity, the underlying Bloch mode affects the amount
of scattering loss [8]. To better exploit slow light, one can
tailor the dispersion via geometrical modifications of the
underlying periodical dielectric structure, a process
sometimes referred to as “dispersion engineering.”
Two common goals of dispersion engineering (DE) are
(i) to minimize group velocity dispersion (GVD) over a
finite range of frequencies [15], giving one a better delay
bandwidth product; and (ii) to design slow light regions
away from the mode edge. Recently, Sancho et al. [16]
have designed a PCW to minimize GVD that has also been
observed to yield lower disorder-induced losses relative
to the standard W1 waveguide (i.e., a simple line defect
created by removing one row of holes in a triangular
lattice). In addition, the loss characteristics of this
dispersion engineered waveguide deviate strongly from
the expected 1∕v2g or 1∕vg group velocity scaling, which
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can be caused by a reshaping of the Bloch mode and (or)
a failure of the Beer–Lambert law due to multiple scattering [17]. O’Faolain et al. [18] have also confirmed, theoretically, that certain PCWs can have different Bloch
modes for the same group velocity.
In this work, we exploit and extend a rigorous disorder
model based on the work of Hughes et al. [8] to obtain
good qualitative agreement with experiments performed
on PCWs with various dispersion-engineered designs. We
also explain the recent experimental data of Sancho et al.
[16]. Without doing any optimization, we demonstrate
that our dispersion-engineered waveguides already reduce transmission losses by a factor of 2 compared to
the standard W1 for a slow down factor (group index)
of ng  20. We present a good fit to the data over a wide
spectral range with no fitting parameters and show that it
is mainly the field strength of the Bloch mode around the
holes that is responsible for the lower losses. Moreover,
our general methodology offers a way to design lower
loss waveguides operating in the slow light regime.
Disorder-induced losses in PCWs can be divided into
backscattering and radiation losses, with backscattering
being the dominant loss mechanism [8]. The ensemble
averaged backscattering loss, per unit cell, is [8]


aω
hαback i 
2vg

2 ZZ

drdr0 hEr · PrE r0  · P r0 i;
cell

(1)
where Er  ek reikx , ek r is the Bloch mode, a is the
pitch, vg is the group velocity, and Pr represents the
structural
R disorder. The Bloch modes are normalized
through cell drεrjek rj2  1, where εr is the ideal dielectric constant of the PCW. The bracket term h  i refers to an ensemble average over nominally identical
waveguides. The polarization term describing disorder
[19,20] accounts for a quickly varying dielectric perturbation around the hole surfaces. The ensemble averaged
radiation loss per unit cell, hαrad ωi, is derived similarly
[17]. For our calculations, the band structure and eigenmodes of Maxwell’s equations for the fundamental unit cell
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were computed by MPB [21]. The integration is carried
out using a double Riemann sum with the integrand
interpolated over a finer spatial grid for good numerical
accuracy.
The disorder polarization term Pr, due to a
disordered element at r0 , is given by Pr  ε1 
ε2 ∕2α∥ E∥ r  εrγ ⊥ D⊥ rΔV δr − r0 , where ε1;2 are
the dielectric constants for the air and the slab, respectively, α∥ ; γ ⊥ are the numerically computed polarizabilities representing the disordered hole, E∥ ∕D⊥ are the
parallel and perpendicular components of the electric/
displacement fields, respectively, and ΔV is the volume
of the disorder element. The rapid intrahole radial fluctuations, Δrθ, representing disorder are contained in
ΔV [19,20]. It can be shown that Eq. (1) is reduced to
a line integral around the hole circumferences. The random radial fluctuations, Δrθ, vary as a function of angle
θ and are modeled as a Gaussian stochastic process that
is determined by its first (mean) and second (variance σ 2 )
order moments. Consistent with experimental data, intrahole fluctuations are assumed to be correlated so we introduce the correlation length, lc [22]. The mean is
assumed to be zero and the variance and correlation
length are estimated from scanning electron microscope
(SEM) images.
For sufficiently long waveguide lengths, multiple scattering events become significant and weak localization
occurs [17]. For such cases, the Beer–Lambert loss
model breaks down and overestimates the losses [23].
To account for multiple scattering when computing the
transmission, we utilize incoherent coupled-mode theory
[23]. Denoting Ψf x, Ψb x as the forward and backward
Bloch mode intensities, respectively, where x ∈ 0; L
represents the position in the PCW, the coupled mode
equations are (ω is implicit)
dΨf
 −hαback i  hαrad iΨf  hαback iΨb ;
dx

(2)

dΨb
 hαback i  hαrad iΨb − hαback iΨf :
dx

(3)

With the boundary conditions, Ψf 0  1, Ψb L  0,
Eqs. (2) and (3) are solved analytically using hαback i
and hαrad i as input. The reflectance and transmission
are given by Ref  Ψb 0 and Tran  Ψf L, respectively. The power loss per waveguide length (1.5 mm)
is P  10 log10 Tran in units of dB. The key advantages
of our approach are that (a) it is semi-analytic, (b) it accounts for the local field effects from realistic quickly
varying surfaces, (c) it includes multiple scattering for
finite length samples, and (d) the numerical implementation is both stable and numerically efficient.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the PCW designs, with the parameters
given in Table 1. The highlighted regions of the band structure
in (b) are also plotted in (c) versus group index. The markers in
(b) and (c) correspond to group index ng  20, and their underlying Bloch mode intensities are plotted in Fig. 3.

A schematic of the template PCW design used in our
experiments is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the rows of
holes can be shifted and the hole radii can also change.
Specific parameters are given in Table 1. For our samples, we use GaInP dielectric membranes of length
1.5 mm. An efficient coupler is attached to the ends of
the waveguide [24]. The delay-line design was created using group theory arguments [25]. This approach exploits
an antisymmetric shift (T) of the first row of holes to couple the even and odd modes of a standard W1 waveguide.
Symmetry breaking skews the Bloch modes, as shown
in Fig. 3.
Three waveguide designs are studied in this work,
which we refer to as delay line, ng -improved, and the
standard W1 (see Fig. 1(a) and Table 1). In Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c) we show the band structure and dispersion
for the fundamental TE-like (z-even) waveguide mode
of each design. The delay line was found to offer a bandwidth of 2 THz with minimal group index (ng  c∕vg )
variation compared to a W1 waveguide.
The loss spectrum for the waveguides is plotted in
Fig. 2. For the disorder parameters, we estimate and
use σ ≈ 3 nm and lc ≈ 40 nm to characterize the disordered holes. This figure clearly shows that the Beer–
Lambert model breaks down and overestimates the
losses in the slow light regime as expected for long
(1.5 mm) PC waveguides [23]. For a given “target” group
index of ng  20, the losses are (−9.90 dB, −7.65 dB,
−4.39 dB) for the W1, delay line, and ng -improved design,
respectively. These results imply that the delay line
and ng -improved designs have power transmission

Table 1. Parameters for Waveguides Shown in Fig. 1(a)
p  
p  
w
3
∕2
a
s
3∕2 a
r 1 (a)
r (a)
0.2
0.25
0.25

0.2
0.26
0.26
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0.0
−0.1
−0.1

0.0
0.16
0.18

T (a)

h (a)

0.0
0.15
0.0

0.333
0.367
0.367
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Fig. 2. Top, W1; middle, delay line; bottom, ng -improved. The
computed incoherent loss spectrum (b) with multiple scattering
(blue solid) and single scattering (magenta dashed) extrapolated using the Beer–Lambert model is presented alongside
experimental data (a). The experimental data includes raw
data (red solid) and its statistical average (black dashed).
The ng  20 line is shown in black (vertical dashed) in (b).

approximately two times better than the W1 with the ng improved design having the lowest loss. In addition, the
delay line experiences different losses for the same group
index, with the losses increasing as one approaches the
mode edge in agreement with the findings of O’Faolain
et al. [18]. Hence, it is evident that, by comparing experiments to a self-consistent theory, waveguide design cannot only alter the dispersion characteristics but can also
substantially reduce disorder-induced losses in the slow
light regime. As shown in Fig. 2, the theoretical loss spectrum agrees well with the experimental loss spectrum.
Recently, it has been suggested in [18] that much
longer correlation lengths on the order of the circumference of the hole should be used to obtain a better fit to
certain loss spectra. This has not been the case for our
calculations. The effect of correlation length on losses is
nontrivial and dependent on the waveguide design. We

will report on the subtle role of correlation length and
related modeling details in a future publication.
To help explain the cause of three different losses for
the same group index for the delay line (see Fig. 2), we
point out that it is the integral term in Eq. (1) that is
responsible for the different losses. The integral term involves the disorder model and the Bloch modes, which
are dependent on the dispersion. A change in the localization of Bloch modes around hole boundaries has a direct effect on losses. For the W1, the Bloch mode spreads
away from the line defect into the slab as one approaches
the mode edge (increasing k) thereby increasing mode
localization near hole boundaries, leading to enhanced
losses in the slow light regime. The same pattern is
present in the delay line even if the group index remains
the same for three different (increasing) k; ω points.
To gain better insight into the amount of field localization around hole boundaries, we assume the Bloch
modes do not vary significantly as a function of height
of the PC slab (though these are fully accounted for in
our detailed calculations). Taking a horizontal slice in
the middle of slab, we introduce a simple measure for
the localization of P
a Bloch
R mode around hole interfaces
in the slice as I f  i r i 02π jek j2 dθ, where r i is the radius
of the ith hole, jek j2 θ is the field intensity on the hole
boundary, and I f denotes the total field strength around
holes in the slice and has units of length−2 . The Bloch
mode intensities of the W1, delay line, and ng -improved
are plotted in Fig. 3 along with je2k jθ plotted over the
nearest and next-nearest hole relative to the line defect,
and the total field strength is shown in the caption.
For the delay line, the skewed Bloch modes for
ng  20 result in a significant reduction of field strength
along the hole boundaries compared to the W1 resulting
in much lower loss. Over the region of the dispersion
curve that has minimal group index variation the integral
term dominates, resulting in a strong deviation from the
expected 1∕v2g scaling, but as one approaches the mode
edge the prefactor in Eq. (1) dominates and the loss spectrum has the usual 1∕v2g scaling. Recently, the delay line
has been utilized to implement an integrable microwave

Fig. 3. Bloch mode intensities jek j2 at markers in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) for (a) W1, (b) delay line, and (c) ng -improved for ng  20 in a
horizontal slice in the middle of the PC slab (top). The color scale is in units of μm−3 . Below the field intensities in the slice at the
nearest (red solid) and next nearest (magenta dashed) holes relative to the defect are shown. The total integrated field strength I f
(units of length−2 ) around these holes is 0.9 μm−2 (W1), 0.6 μm−2 (delay line), and 0.6 μm−2 (ng -improved).
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filter [16]. The ng -improved design has similar field
strength around hole boundaries as the delay line for
ng  20 but it has a slightly lower loss than the delay line.
Some optimization techniques have already been used
to improve certain waveguide parameters such as bend
loss, GVD, and the photonic band gap [26,27]. The link
between field strength around hole boundaries and
backscattering losses has been pointed out in simple
2D theoretical studies [28]. In addition, based on a
phenomenological model for losses, Wang et al. [29] have
recently obtained optimal loss engineered 2D PCWs. As
justification for their model, they have also shown that
the lowest loss implies the lowest field concentration
around hole boundaries. We hypothesize that a better
low loss design in 3D is possible by the formulation of
an objective function that depends directly on the field
strength around hole boundaries. Future work will introduce designs that create lower loss PCWs in the slow
light regime.
In summary, using an incoherent disorder model we
demonstrated good agreement with experimental data
for state of the art dispersion engineered (DE) waveguides exhibiting lower losses (two times better transmission) and strong deviations from the expected
group velocity scaling. Our backscatter loss expression
and results explicitly show the link between minimizing
field strength around holes and minimizing losses. We
also show that the field strength around holes is a qualitatively good measure for predicting how losses scale for
different PCW designs. Therefore, Bloch mode engineering combined with dispersion engineering is an excellent
choice for minimizing losses in slow light PCWs with currently available fabrication processes.
This work was supported by the National Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada, the French
national funding agency through the “Symphonie” grant,
and Villum Fonden through the Nanophotonics for
Terabit Communications (NATECA) project.
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